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the chemistry of poisons chem fsu edu - poisons have many mechanisms by which they can cause damage or death and
the damage can occur at the molecular cellular or organ level molecularly a poison can interact with protein lipids or dna
pathways at the cellular level the poison can interfere with receptor ligand binding interfere with membrane function, 10
dangerous chemicals you should avoid thoughtco com - batrachotoxin is the nasty alkaloid used for poison darts the
molecule is the most potent non peptide poisons known to man with a lethal dose of 100 micrograms for a 150 pound
person that s about the size of two grains of salt, 10 deadliest poisons known to man thoughtco com - the element itself
is toxic plus the radioactivity breaks down the body s tissues the lethal dose of this element is much smaller than that of any
other poison on this list ingesting just 7 trillionths of a gram is enough to kill an adult, poison biochemistry britannica com
- definition of a poison a poison is a substance capable of producing adverse effects on an individual under appropriate
conditions the term substance is almost always synonymous with chemical and includes drugs vitamins pesticides pollutants
and proteins even radiation is a toxic substance, the chemistry of poisonous frogs and how they avoid - it s found in a
number of poisonous frogs but at particularly high levels in three different species the golden poison frog the kokoe poison
frog and the black legged poison frog the golden poison frog contains the highest levels of the compound with a single frog
estimated to contain enough batrachotoxin to kill 20 000 mice or 10 20 adult humans, can a poisonous creature die from
its own poison reddit - dalek1234 answered your question in case the venom poison is swallowed it allows venomous
snakes to eat their victims however when a venomous snake bites itself it will die from its own venom this is also the reason
why fights between venomous snakes are pretty harmless and they avoid biting each other, chm 1020 quiz 6 flashcards
quizlet - a phenol because of the hydroxyl groups are attached to the benzene ring one of the skin irritating components of
poison oak is tetrahydrourushiol the long nonpolar hydrocarbon tail embeds itself in a person s oily skin where the molecule
initiates an allergic response, how does poison ivy spread on the body answers com - poison oak ivy and sumac are
awful poison ivy is bad poison oak is worse and poison sumac is awful to get rid of poison ivy or oak get a steroid shot or
cream personally i prefer the cream, will a venomous snake die if it bites itself quora - but it would take a real deal of
bad luck snakes are pretty tough in surviving big inflicted wounds their teeth are sharp and are more suitable to grip than to
cut if it is a venomous snake it could indeed possibly poison itself if it injected its venom in its own blood some exceptional
snakes are even immune to that, bio ch 4 and 5 questions and study guide quizlet - bio ch 4 and 5 conversely this
process can be detrimental as in the case of cyanide which prevents the enzyme cytochrome c from producing atp and is a
poison to humans most enzymes within cells are regulated by feedback inhibition where substrates compete with other
substances for the enzyme s active site, some biology help please yahoo answers - c the lipid is a chitin and can be
found in the exoskeletons of arthropods d the lipid is a steroid and can arrange itself to form ring structures 3 maltase is an
enzyme that breaks down the disaccharide maltose into glucose molecules
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